
Appendix 1
Simulation overview
We conducted a series of simulations to evaluate the anticipated precision in trend estimates under different monitoring scenarios. In the main
text, we describe a series of model that were fit to empirical data. Because all these data were collected within a single season, the residual
variance in these models describe within-season “observation error” in satellite-derived indices at a colony.

The null model included no survey covariates to standardize surveys, and therefore contained the maximum amount of observation error (  =
0.44). After accounting for survey covariates, the standard deviation of within-season residual error was reduced to  = 0.32. The goal of
our simulation exercise was to evaluate the consequence of these different magnitudes of observation error on trend estimates.

We simulated trends at a large number of hypothetical colonies. We generated random intercepts for each colony, drawing from a normal
distribution with median = log(5000) and standard deviation = 0.3. This is roughly aligned with the distribution of emperor penguin colony sizes
across Antarctica, though a precise match to real colony sizes is not strictly necessary for this simulation exercise.

At all colonies, we simulated a temporal trend of -0.037, resulting in ~30% population decline after 10 years and ~84% population decline after
50 years. While the magnitude of decline has no effect on estimates of trend precision, we included this trend for illustrative purposes and
because it aligns with the IUCN Red List Criteria for “Vulnerable” Status.

For each population trajectory, we then introduced log-normal observation error to annual indices with standard deviation equal to the residual
error from either the “null model” (  = 0.44), or the “survey covariate model” (  = 0.32).

After simulating data for each colony (i.e., initial abundances, trends, and lognormal observation error according to one of two variance
scenarios), we fit a statistical model to the data and recorded the precision of the resulting trend estimate, defined as the width of the 95% equal
tailed credible interval. The statistical model and details of generating estimates of regional population indices/trends is fully described in the
main text of the manuscript.

The figure below illustrates one realization of this simulation for 3 colonies over 20 years.

The resulting estimates of colony-level and regional trends over this time period are illustrated below:

Less observation error, achieved by accounting for survey covariates, results in more precise estimates than if survey covariates are not
accounted for. Additionally, estimates of the “regional” trend (i.e., the aggregate of multiple colonies) are more precise than estimates for
individual colonies.

Note that in this realization, the 95% credible interval of the trend estimate for colony 1 overlaps zero when survey covariates are not accounted
for; under a traditional hypothesis testing framework with a “significance” value of 0.05, the null hypothesis of “no temporal trend” would not be
rejected for colony 1. However, by accounting for survey covariates and reducing observation error, we are able to reject this hypothesis at the
0.05 level.

Repeated simulations across different numbers of sites and monitoring durations
We repeated this simulation exercise 100 times for each variance scenario (residual variance based on either the “null” or “survey covariate”
model), and each combination of monitoring length (10-50 years) and colony aggregation level (1-40 colonies aggregated). We summarized and
reported the mean trend precision for the repeated simulations.

The following plots illustrate the mean precision of trend estimates for each scenario, monitoring duration (10-40 years) and number of colonies
aggregated (1-40 colonies). A contour line is included in each figure to illustrate the combination of parameters that lead to a 95% credible
interval width of 0.035.

On average, trends at individual colonies could be estimated with “high precision” (95% credible interval width less than 0.035) after 24 years of
monitoring when survey covariates were accounted for, but required approximately 33 years of monitoring to achieve this precision if survey
covariates were not accounted for.

Trend estimates of aggregations of multiple colonies were more precise than estimates of individual colonies.

Functions to run these simulations and JAGS code to fit the statistical models are provided below.

my_packs <- c('tidyverse','viridis','RColorBrewer','jagsUI','cowplot') 
if (any(!my_packs %in% installed.packages()[, 'Package'])) {install.packages(my_packs[which(!my_packs %in% instal
led.packages()[, 'Package'])],dependencies = TRUE)}
lapply(my_packs, require, character.only = TRUE)
rm(list=ls())

sink("./simulation_analysis.jags")
cat("

    model {

      #----------------------------------------------------------
      # Priors
      #----------------------------------------------------------
      sigma ~ dunif(0,2)
      tau <- pow(sigma,-2)
      
      # Intercept and trend estimated separately for each colony
      for (s in 1:ncolony){
      
        intercept[s] ~ dnorm(0,0.001)
        trend[s] ~ dnorm(0,0.1)
        
      }
      
      #----------------------------------------------------------
      # Likelihood
      #----------------------------------------------------------
      
      # Loop through years
      for (y in 1:nyear){
      
        # Loop through colonies
        for (s in 1:ncolony){
        
          # Indices in each year (on log-scale)
          log.mu[y,s] <- intercept[s] + trend[s]*(y-1)
          log.N.observed[y,s] ~ dnorm(log.mu[y,s] - 0.5*sigma*sigma,tau)
          
          N[y,s] <- exp(log.mu[y,s])
          
          # Used to measure trend
          delta.log.N[y,s] <- log(N[y,s]) - log(N[1,s])
        }
        
        # Sum across all colonies (i.e. global abundance)
        N.sum[y] <- sum(N[y,])
        delta.log.N.sum[y] <- log(N.sum[y]) - log(N.sum[1])
      }
      
    }
    ",fill = TRUE)
sink()

# Simulate 'nyear' of data for 'ncolony' colonies, with lognormal observation error = sigma.obs
simdat.fn <- function(nyear, ncolony, sigma.obs){
  
  time.steps <- 1:nyear
  
  intercepts <- rnorm(ncolony,log(5000), 0.3) # Random intercepts for each colony
  trend = -0.037
  
  # Store median, mean, and observed indices in matrices
  log.N.matrix <- log.N.observed.matrix <- log.mean.matrix <- matrix(NA, ncol = ncolony, nrow = nyear)
  
  for (s in 1:ncolony){
    log.N.matrix[,s] <- intercepts[s] + trend*(time.steps-1) - 0.5*sigma.obs^2 # Median observed abundance (log)
    log.mean.matrix[,s] <- intercepts[s] + trend*(time.steps-1) - 0.5*sigma.obs^2 # Mean observed abundance (log)
    log.N.observed.matrix[,s] <- log.N.matrix[,s] + rnorm(nyear,0,sigma.obs) # Observations
  }
  
  return(list(log.N.matrix = log.N.matrix,
              log.mean.matrix = log.mean.matrix,
              log.N.observed.matrix = log.N.observed.matrix,
              sigma.obs = sigma.obs))
}

# Analyze data up to a defined point in time (denoted by max.year)
jags.analysis <- function(simdat.list, max.year){
  
  # Prepare data for analysis in JAGS
  jags.data <- list(log.N.observed = simdat.list$log.N.observed.matrix,
                    nyear = max.year,
                    ncolony = ncol(simdat.list$log.N.observed.matrix))
  inits <- NULL
  
  parameters.to.save = c("intercept","trend","N","log.mu","delta.log.N","N.sum","delta.log.N.sum")
  
  out <- jags(data = jags.data,
              model.file = "./simulation_analysis.jags",
              parameters.to.save = parameters.to.save,
              inits = inits,
              n.chains = 2,
              n.thin = 5,
              n.iter = 6000,
              n.burnin = 3000,
              verbose = TRUE)
  
  return(out)
  
}

# Summarize estimates for individual colonies
summarize.fn.1 <- function(simdat.list, out){
  
  # Posterior samples
  pd <- out$sims.list
  
  # --------------------------------------------------------
  # Calculate annual abundance estimates for each colony
  # --------------------------------------------------------
  
  # Estimates of mean abundance each year
  N.samples <- reshape2::melt(pd$N, value.name = 'N')
  colnames(N.samples) <- c("posterior.sample","year","colony","N")
  N.est <- N.samples %>% group_by(colony,year) %>%
    summarize(mean = mean(N), q025 = quantile(N,0.025), q500 = quantile(N,0.5), q975 = quantile(N,0.975))
  
  # Expected mean abundance each year (based on simulation parameters)
  N.expected <- exp(simdat.list$log.mean.matrix) %>% reshape2::melt(value.name = "N.mean.expected")
  colnames(N.expected) <- c("year","colony","N.mean.expected")
  
  # Observed abundance each year
  N.observed <- exp(simdat.list$log.N.observed.matrix) %>% reshape2::melt(value.name = "N.observed")
  colnames(N.observed) <- c("year","colony","N.observed")
  
  # Calculate annual bias in estimate for each colony
  N.est <- full_join(N.est,N.expected)
  N.est <- full_join(N.est,N.observed)
  
  N.est$bias <- N.est$mean - N.est$N.mean.expected
  
  # --------------------------------------------------------
  # Calculate annual differences (log scale) from initial abundance
  # - this is the measure of trend we use
  # --------------------------------------------------------
  
  # Estimates of mean annual change in log-scale abundance relative to the first year for each colony
  delta.log.N.samples <- reshape2::melt(pd$delta.log.N / (dim(pd$delta.log.N)[2] - 1), value.name = 'delta.log.N'
)
  colnames(delta.log.N.samples) <- c("posterior.sample","year","colony","delta.log.N")
  delta.log.N.est <- delta.log.N.samples %>% group_by(year,colony) %>%
    summarize(mean = mean(delta.log.N), q025 = quantile(delta.log.N,0.025), q500 = quantile(delta.log.N,0.5), q97
5 = quantile(delta.log.N,0.975))
  
  # Global sum (all colonies)
  delta.log.N.sum.samples <- reshape2::melt(pd$delta.log.N.sum / (dim(pd$delta.log.N.sum)[2] - 1), value.name = '
delta.log.N.sum')
  colnames(delta.log.N.sum.samples) <- c("posterior.sample","year","delta.log.N.sum")
  delta.log.N.sum.est <- delta.log.N.sum.samples %>% group_by(year) %>%
    summarize(colony = "Regional Sum", mean = mean(delta.log.N.sum), q025 = quantile(delta.log.N.sum,0.025), q500 
= quantile(delta.log.N.sum,0.5), q975 = quantile(delta.log.N.sum,0.975))
  
  
  # Mean annual change from year 1 to last year of study
  trend.est <- rbind(delta.log.N.sum.est,delta.log.N.est)
  trend.est <- subset(trend.est, year == max(year))
  trend.est$trend.true <- -0.037
  trend.est$bias <- trend.est$mean - trend.est$trend.true
  
  return(list(N.est = N.est,
              trend.est = trend.est,
              N.samples = N.samples
  ))
}

# Summarize estimates for regional aggregates of colonies
summarize.fn.2 <- function(simdat.list, out, n.aggregate.vector,sim.reps){
  
  summarized_dat <- summarize.fn.1(simdat.list,out)
  
  results <- data.frame(n.colony = n.aggregate.vector,
                        n.year = max(summarized_dat$N.samples$year),
                        mean.cri.width = NA,
                        mean.trend.bias = NA)
  
  for (n.aggregate in n.aggregate.vector){
    
    # Calculate mean precision of trend estimates for individual colonies
    if (n.aggregate == 1){
      results$mean.cri.width[which(results$n.colony == n.aggregate)] <- mean(summarized_dat$trend.est$q975 - summ
arized_dat$trend.est$q025)
      results$mean.trend.bias[which(results$n.colony == n.aggregate)] <- mean(summarized_dat$trend.est$bias)
      
    }
    
    # Calculate mean precision of trend estimates for aggregations of colonies
    # (repeat random colony selection many times to evaluate average)
    if (n.aggregate > 1){
      
      trend.precision.vector <- c()
      trend.bias.vector <- c()
      
      for (i in 1:sim.reps){
        
        # Choose n random colonies to represent the "region"
        colonies.in.region <- sample(1:max(summarized_dat$N.est$colony),n.aggregate,replace=FALSE)
        
        # Subset to those colonies and calculate regional sum at each iteration of the mcmc
        tmp <- subset(summarized_dat$N.samples, colony %in% colonies.in.region) %>%
          group_by(year,posterior.sample) %>%
          summarize(N = sum(N))
        
        # Trend
        regional.trend <- (log(subset(tmp, year == max(tmp$year))$N) - log(subset(tmp, year == 1)$N)) / (max(tmp$
year) - 1)
        trend.precision.vector[i] <- diff(quantile(regional.trend,c(0.025,0.975)))
        trend.bias.vector[i] <- mean(regional.trend) - -0.037
        
        
      } # reps
      
      results$mean.cri.width[which(results$n.colony == n.aggregate)] <- mean(trend.precision.vector)
      results$mean.trend.bias[which(results$n.colony == n.aggregate)] <- mean(trend.bias.vector)
      
    }
    
  } #n.aggregate vector
  
  return(results)
}
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